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Agenda

• Preliminary 2018-2019 statewide improvement on Performance Profiles
• Statewide access to quality 
• Ready Start Network model
• Super App Updates
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Site Improvement Since 2016-2017
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PRELIMINARY DATA

Rating Score 
Range

Excellent 6.00-7.00

High Proficient 5.25-5.99

Proficient 4.50-5.24

Approaching Proficient 3.00-4.49

Unsatisfactory 1.00-2.99

Across the state, sites and communities continue to improve the quality of interactions that children 
experience in early childhood classrooms. 
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Statewide Access to Quality

While sites across the state continue to make impressive gains in CLASS scores, there are still too few 
young children who can access publicly-funded, high-quality early childhood programs.
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Ready Start Networks
Four Pillars
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What are you 
building?
Establish the plan for 
your community’s early 
childhood work. 

Communicate clearly 
what will be true for 
your community if you 
successfully execute 
your plan.

Who do you need to 
build it?
Identify the necessary 
partners to achieve your 
plan. 

Consider carefully who 
needs to be informed, 
invested, involved, 
and/or held 
accountable.

How will you make 
decisions?
Determine the 
structures necessary to 
execute your plan. 

Collaborate with your 
partners to establish 
how you will share 
responsibility.

How will you raise 
funds?
Survey resources 
available to support 
your strategic plan and 
determine what else is 
needed.

Establish a plan to 
secure the additional 
resources needed to 
achieve your vision. 

Ready Start 
Blueprint

Ready Start
Coalition

Ready Start 
Governance

Ready Start 
Fundraising Strategy

Each Ready Start must develop a strategic plan that addresses the following four pillars:

Ready Start Networks
Ready Start Model
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What are you 
building?

Who do you need to 
build it?

How will you make 
decisions?

How will you raise 
funds?

Ready Start 
Blueprint

Ready Start
Coalition

Ready Start 
Governance

Ready Start 
Fundraising Strategy

To answer these questions:

Ready Starts must know and understand:
● The need and demand for early childhood services across their community
● Quality levels for programs and sites across their community
● Workforce needs, demands, wages, and available supports
● Key data points about their community’s demographics, academics, and outcomes
● Key players are and the key opportunities within their community

Ready Start Networks
Questions to Answer
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Ready Start Networks
Cohort 1

Cohort 1 has been instrumental with shaping the Department’s vision for the Ready Start initiative and 
providing ideas for what is possible. They are committed and tenacious partners and a valuable resource.

Iberville Improving quality with a community coaching structure; primarily concerned with supporting child care

Lafayette Strengthening the community network with a system of support for child care directors

Jefferson Developing an efficient governance structure to maximize the involvement of community leaders

Orleans Strengthening an established governance structure and generating data and resources to improve access and 
quality

Rapides Improving access and quality in child care by expanding partnerships across the community with a focus on re-
branding, a new website, and strategic communication with the community

St. Mary Improving quality with a collaborative coaching system

Washington Sharing data, resources, and formalizing partnerships with providers and funders to meet unserved needs
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Ready Start Networks
Cohort 2 

● Calcasieu
● East Baton Rouge
● Madison
● Morehouse
● Natchitoches
● Richland

Cohort 2 has stepped forward and will be adding their ideas for early childhood innovation, influence, 
and community building.
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Super App

The Department launched an improved planning process that:
• Unifies school systems’ priorities—The School System 

Planning Framework establishes a uniform set of 
priorities to help school systems create one plan.

• Creates efficient processes—The Super App is one 
application for formula and competitive dollars; and

• Streamlines and accelerates timelines—The Super App is 
submitted and approved on one timeline and provides 
school systems with federal formula and competitive 
allocations before the fiscal year begins.
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Louisiana School System Planning Process

School systems review 
data and identify 
priorities for the 
coming year.

School systems budget 
formula funds and  
request competitive 
funds in alignment with 
priorities.

School systems 
implement approved 
plans with support 
from Network teams 
and vendor partners.
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Super App and Early Childhood

The Early Childhood strategy sits in the LEA Structures domain.

Strategies communities will address through Super App for 2020-2021:
• Local Governance: How will communities design a plan to expand access to quality early 

childhood programs? 
• Access: How can communities maximize existing funding? 

• Communities will indicate what strategies they plan to use to expand access
• Communities will submit their coordinated funding request through this process

• Quality: How can communities continue to improve the quality of Birth to 5 seats 
through high quality curriculum, professional development, and assessments?

For the first time, communities will submit additional information related to early childhood, such as the 
community’s blueprint and its coordinated funding request, through the Super App process.
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Questions? 

























NOEEN Coordinated Funding Request Process
September 2019



NOEEN’s Funding Request Responsibility

The Coordinated Funding 

Request process is a core 

element of NOEEN’s Ready 

Start Network and Lead 

Agency Responsibilities

Public 
Funding 
Requests

Enrollment 
Coordination

Quality and 
CLASS 

Observations
LA4

NSECD
Tuition*

*tuition in public schools
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NOEEN’s CFR Approach

The goal of NOEEN’s 2019-20 Coordinated Funding Request (CFR) is to ensure 
that the limited number of publicly-funded early childhood seats are allocated 

to those programs that are:

Meeting Families’ Needs High Quality In High Demand By Parents
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CFR Process Overview

BESE approves final allocations

LDE reviews NOEEN recommendations and determines final allocations

NOEEN Steering Committee reviews & approves allocation recommendations

Evaluator Committees score applications and make draft allocation recommendations

Evaluator Committees conduct site visits/interviews of new sites

Operators complete applications

Announce Process
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Date Action

Sept. 25 NOEEN Steering Committee considers approval of CFR process

Sept. 27 NOEEN releases CFR application

Oct. 25 CFR applications due

Oct. 28-Nov. 7 Evaluators score CFR applications and conduct site visits/interviews

Nov. 8-12 Evaluator Committees deliberate to make draft CFR allocation recommendations

Nov. 12 NOEEN publicly posts draft CFR allocation recommendations

Nov. 19 NOEEN Steering Committee considers approval of Evaluator Committees preliminary CFR 
allocation recommendations

Nov. 20 Agenda submits NOEEN-approved CFR allocation recommendations to LDE

April 20/21 BESE considers approval of final LDE CFR allocations

2019-20 CFR Timeline
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Application Elements

Contact 
Information

Organization Name

Emergency Contact 
Information

Center Point of Contact

Citywide 
Needs

Recruitment

Continuity

Partnerships

Physical Space

Before/After Care

School 
Quality

Teacher recruitment, hiring, 
training, and support

Development of all children in 
inclusive environments

Services for students with 
exceptionalities

Leadership experience

Parent Engagement

Parent 
Demand

Analyzed by EnrollNOLA

If no previous data, a site visit 
will be conducted
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Scoring & Evaluation

Evaluator Committees

Public School Applications Nonpublic School 
Applications Center Applications

1 NOEEN/Agenda staff
1 NOLA-PS staff 2 La. Dept. of Ed. Staff 2 NOEEN/Agenda staff

LA4 & NSECD

Quality
50%

Parent 
Demand*

50%

Meeting Families’ 
Needs

Bonus Points

Scoring & site visits will be conducted by Evaluator Committees comprised of staff with expertise in each of the 
following:

*Based on EnrollNOLA data. For applicants that do not have 
EnrollNOLA data, a site visit will be conducted.

All applications will be scored based on rubrics included in the application materials. How scores will be weighted 
depends on the type of program.
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Parent Demand Data
We will be utilizing three years of objective quantitative parent demand data on all LA 4 and NSECD requests.  

This data allows NOEEN to understand how many seats are needed citywide, and which programs are in higher 
demand based on data such as:

• # of eligible families applying for seats citywide

• # of families that ranked a program in Main Round or Round 2, and how high they ranked each program

• # of children on each program’s waitlist at various points in the process

• # of children enrolled through Late Enrollment

• How quickly or slowly different programs were able to fully enroll classrooms

All programs requesting LA 4 or NSECD seats for the 2020-21 school year will have to submit a CFR application 
and will be evaluated using parent demand data.  Centers or schools that do not have EnrollNOLA data because 
they have never participated in coordinated enrollment will receive a site visit.
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Quality Data
NOEEN will be continue to incorporate CLASS data as a measurement of quality.

This data allows NOEEN to understand the quality of adult and children interactions in publicly-funded 
four-year-old classrooms like never before.

In addition to CLASS data, the existing quality data will also be examined:

• Letter Grade (for public schools only)

• Extension and renewal standards for charter schools in the final year of their charter contract

• Scholarship Cohort Index (for nonpublic schools participating in the Scholarship Program) 
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Coordinated Enrollment Updates
September 2019



Vacant Seats and Response(s)
Last month, we reported 350 vacant seats. As of Sept. 24, there 
were 267 vacant seats, broken down as:

Age/Grade Vacant Seats

Infant 1

1 2

2 4

PK3 35

PK4 225

Funding Vacant Seats

EHS 6

HS 75

LA4 120

NOEEN 1

NSECD 53

Tuition 12

Over the last two weeks, 
staff contacted those 

sites with a classroom (or 
more) of vacancies to 

consider returning those 
seats
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LA4 Seats to Return
• Joseph A. Craig Charter School has agreed to return 20 LA4 seats, 

and Harriet Tubman @ Clara’s Little Lambs will return 40 seats. 
o There are 5 LA4 seats remaining from last month that have not been 

reallocated
o No other sites have a classroom (or more) seats vacant
o Total of 65 LA4 seats to return

• It is recommended that we return 65 LA4 seats to LDE for 
redistribution to other districts/lead agencies across the state.
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